A nonlinear Helmholtz equation is proposed for modelling scalar optical beams in uniform planar waveguides whose nonlinear refractive index exhibits a purely-focusing dual powerlaw dependence on the electric field amplitude. Two families of exact analytical solitons, describing forward-and backward-propagating beams, are derived. These solutions are physically and mathematically distinct from those recently discovered for related nonlinearities. The geometry of the new solitons is examined, conservation laws are reported, and classic paraxial predictions are recovered in a simultaneous multiple limit. Conventional semi-analytical techniques assist in studying the stability of these nonparaxial solitons, whose propagation properties are investigated through extensive simulations. 
Introduction
Spatial solitons are self-localizing self-stabilizing beams that can emerge as dominant modes in nonlinear systems. Optical spatial solitons are an important example, as they have been proposed to offer many applications within future technological systems.
1-3 The archetypal geometry for supporting spatial solitons is a two-dimensional (2D) uniform planar waveguide, which comprises a longitudinal direction and a single (effective) transverse direction. Such 2D solitons can be robust against perturbations, and for this reason they have been suggested as candidate optical bits in information communication and technology (ICT) devices.
Helmholtz soliton theory plays a key role in modelling a wide range of experimental contexts involving the oblique (off-axis) propagation of, and interaction between, continuouswave broad scalar beams. Such considerations lie at the heart of multiplexing [4] [5] [6] and interface 7, 8 scenarios. Paraxial angles of interaction, incidence, reflection, and refraction limit modelling to negligible or nearly-negligible magnitudes (with respect to the reference direction). Recently we have exploited exact analytical Helmholtz solitons to quantify, for the first time, the full range of angular characteristics of interaction 9 and interface [10] [11] [12] geometries.
In this paper, we consider spatial solitons in optical materials with a nonlinear refractive index n NL (E) whose dependence on the local electric field amplitude E is given by [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ( )
Our previous studies have investigated two regimes where the self-lensing processes in model (1) are competing [i.e., where sgn(n σ n 2σ ) = -1]. The case n σ > 0, n 2σ < 0 supports bright solitons and a class of nonlinear boundary wave; 23 when n σ < 0, n 2σ > 0, one finds coexisting bright hyperbolic solitons, algebraic (bright and dark) solitons, and also class of nonlinear periodic wave. 24 The stability properties of those various solutions have been characterized by semi-analytical and computational investigations. For completeness, we now explore the remaining scenario that can be expected to support bright solitons: the purely focusing nonlinearity, where n σ > 0 and n 2σ > 0.
In Section 2 of this paper, the dual power-law Helmholtz model is presented and its spatial symmetry properties are discussed. Two families of exact analytical bright soliton solution, describing forward and backward stationary beams, are then derived and their geometry is explored in detail. These solitons are distinct from those in competitive-focusing regimes. Three conservation laws for the dual power-law Helmholtz equation are given in both general (integral) and particular (algebraic) forms. An asymptotic analysis reveals that the forward solutions and their associated invariants converge to their paraxial counterparts.
However, no such convergence is uncovered for backward solutions, which is entirely consistent with the uni-directionality of conventional (paraxial) frameworks. In Section 3, exhaustive computer simulations investigate the robustness of the new solitons against perturbations to the beam shape, and regions of stability in the solution parameter space are mapped out. We conclude, in Section 4, with some comments about the significance and potential applicability of our results.
Helmholtz Soliton Theory

Model equations and spatial symmetry
We consider a transverse-electric (TE polarized) scalar electric field
where (x, z) and t are the laboratory space and time coordinates, respectively, and ω is the optical carrier frequency. The spatial part of the electric field, E(x,z), then satisfies the Helmholtz equation [25] [26] [27] [28] ( ) ( ) ( )
where c is the (vacuum) speed of light and the dielectric properties of the medium are described within the function n 2 . In uniform media, there is no physical distinction between the transverse and longitudinal directions. This spatial symmetry appears in Eq. (3) as the invariance of the in-plane Laplacian zz xx ∂ + ∂ under arbitrary rotations of the coordinate axes through angle θ (see Fig. 1 ). Bi-directionality is another key property of Eq. (2), and one subsequently expects to find both forward-and backward-travelling waves.
Counterpropagation soliton solutions are also possible.
29
A weakly-nonlinear refractive index n(E) = n 0 + n NL (E) is well described by n 2 (E) n 0 2 + 2n 0 n NL (E), where n 0 is the linear index (at frequency ω). For the dual power-law nonlinearity, this approximation requires n 0 to be much larger than both n σ E 0 σ and n 2σ E 0 2σ , where E 0 is the peak amplitude of the field. By introducing model (1) and writing
where z is taken to be the reference (longitudinal) direction, a dimensionless equation for the complex envelope u can be derived without further approximation: Throughout this paper, it is assumed that λ << w 0 so that κ ~ ε 2 << O(1), which is a requirement for the validity of scalar Helmholtz modelling. Finally, the parameters α and γ are related to the (real) scale factor E 0 . Since we are interested in the purely-focusing nonlinearity (where n σ > 0 and n 2σ > 0), a convenient normalization might be
1/σ , so that α = 1 and γ = E 0 σ (n 2σ /n σ ). For maximum generality, α and γ will be kept as independent (positive) parameters for now. 
This representation splits the field u into a (real) envelope function F(ξ,ζ) (that describes the spatial profile of a beam) and a travelling-wave part with (normalized) wavevector K = (K ξ , K ζ ). By substituting the expression for u into the governing equation, one obtains two coupled partial differential equations for F,
where the real parameter β has been introduced through
A more detailed description of the role played by β will be presented shortly; it is particularly important in the context of analysing soliton stability problems. Equation (5c) is an elliptic dispersion relation, reflecting the fact that Helmholtz wave equations generally support propagation in both forward and backward directions. 28 One now introduces the new variable 
Here, the ± sign illustrates that the longitudinal projection of the soliton wavevector K can have a component along either the forward (+) or backward (-) longitudinal direction. The integration of Eq. (6a) is simplified by introducing the substitution F(s) = f 1/σ (s), and solving instead for f. 13 When this procedure is completed, one is left with the exact analytical soliton of Eq. (4):
This solution describes an exponentially localized stationary beam with peak amplitude η/(A + 1) 1/σ and transverse velocity V.
For clarity, it is worth pointing out the differences between the new Helmholtz soliton (9) and those solutions derived in our two earlier studies (for competing nonlinearities). On the one hand, parameters A and η in Eqs. (9b) and (9c) 
Off-axis evolution and symmetric representations
The conventional transverse velocity parameter V is related to the propagation angle θ of the beam in the laboratory (x, z) frame through 
Solution (11) reveals the implicit symmetry between "forward" and "backward" beams. 9, 28 A single beam propagating obliquely at angle θ in the (x, z) frame acquires a transverse velocity V in the (ξ, ζ) frame. An observer in the (x, z) frame then perceives the beam width to be increased, through geometrical projection, by a factor of (1+2κV 2 ) 1/2 = secθ (see Fig. 2 ).
For moderate angles such as |θ | = 60° one has that secθ = 2, irrespective of both κ and the system nonlinearity. The projected width has thus doubled relative to its on-axis value. 34 We stress that such broadening is not of purely geometrical significance. In fundamental optical geometries, such as nonlinear beam interactions and soliton refraction, this broadening can lead to corrections to paraxial predictions exceeding 100%, and even give rise to new regimes of behaviour. [9] [10] [11] [12] In the limiting cases of θ = ± 90°, solution (11) becomes
This beam is localized in z but infinitely broad in x since propagation takes place perpendicularly to the reference direction.
Conservation laws
Model (4) and its complex-conjugate are conservative nonintegrable systems that can be treated as the Euler-Lagrange equations,
respectively, for a Lagrangian density L, where u u ζ ζ ≡ ∂ ∂ etc., and
The canonically-conjugate momentum variables are
where * π π = since L has been constructed to be real. By exploiting standard field-theoretic techniques, 35 one can arrive at three fundamental conservation laws:
The origin of these conserved quantities lies in the invariance of the Euler-Lagrange equations (13a) and (13b) under a set of continuous one-parameter transformations: a global phase 
By expressing soliton (9) 
( )
The quantities P ≡ P(β;α,γ,σ) and Q ≡ Q(β;α,γ,σ) are given by the integrals
The integrals in Eqs. (18d) and (18e) can be evaluated analytically in the particular cases of σ = 1 and σ = 2 (they involve elementary functions, such as "tan -1 "). In the next sub-section, it will be seen that P is formally identical to the integrated beam power of the corresponding paraxial soliton. 13 We also mention the interesting point that Helmholtz solitons satisfy the free-particle energy-momentum relationship 
From this result, it can be seen that the β parameter in the forward Helmholtz soliton can be identified with the longitudinal phase shift of the corresponding paraxial solution. On the other hand, the backward Helmholtz beam tends to
which retains a κ-dependent rapid phase contribution. There is no analogue of this solution in paraxial theory, and its absence confirms that such models describe waves travelling in a single longitudinal direction only. The same multiple-limit procedure can also be applied to the invariants (18a)-(18c). To leading order, ( ) 
The conserved quantities of the forward beam converge to their paraxial counterparts, 16 These results demonstrate that the paraxial approximation is much more subtle than simply κ 0, and that κ → 0 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the validity of paraxial models.
Stability of Helmholtz Solitons
Stability criterion
Soliton stability problems in paraxial (i.e., NLS-type) models are frequently addressed using the well-known Vakhitov-Kolokolov integral criterion. 36, 37 Solution (20) can be stable against small perturbations provided the inequality ( )
is satisfied, 13, 14 where P is the integrated beam power [whose specific form is given in Eq.
(18d)] and β is the wavenumber. The VK criterion can be used to map the regions of parameter space where solution (20) can be stable (see Fig. 3 ). We note that the VK criterion only considers linearized (i.e., small) perturbations. Furthermore, it only provides a necessary (not sufficient) condition for stability. The criterion is thus used to provide analytical stability boundaries which we subsequently test with rigorous (i.e., fully-nonlinear) simulations.
Without loss of generality, we set α = γ = +1 throughout this analysis. When 0 < σ ≤ 2, the power P(β) increases monotonically with β. Since dP/dβ > 0 is always met, solitons in this region are predicted to be unconditionally stable. The situation changes when 2 < σ < 4.
There, P(β) initially increases but eventually passes through a (σ-dependent) local maximum (β max , P max ) after which dP/dβ < 0. Solitons in this σ domain can be stable provided β < β max , where β max must be determined numerically. Solutions with σ ≥ 4 are always unstable since dP/dβ < 0. We note that the P(β) characteristics for the purely-focusing nonlinearity (shown in Fig. 3 ) are distinct from their competitive-focusing counterparts. 23, 24 Previously, the VK criterion has been successfully deployed in the analysis of Helmholtz solitons. 23, 24, 38, 39 The validity of this approach lies in spatial symmetry (see Fig. 4 ), where one expects the Helmholtz solutions (9) 
Numerical perturbation analysis
The stability of Helmholtz soliton (9) against local perturbations to its shape can be studied numerically. 40 We focus our attention to input beams of the form Perturbed Helmholtz solitons with 0 < σ ≤ 2 tend to exhibit self-sustaining periodic (or very nearly periodic) oscillations in the beam parameters (amplitude, width, and area = amplitude× width). Typical behaviour found in this regime is shown in Fig. 5 . Two characteristics that have emerged from our simulations are: (i) for fixed β, the longitudinal period of the reshaping oscillation tends to increase as σ → 2; (ii) for fixed σ, the longitudinal period decreases with increasing β. We classify these solitons as stable limitcycle attractors of the system. 23, 24, 38, 39 We now analyse solitons in the conditionally-stable regime (where 2 < σ < 4) in terms of the power of the input beam, denoted by P in . Typical curves in the (β, P) plane for solution (20) are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The intuitive nonlinear-dynamical approach of Pelinovsky et al.
14 predicts that when 0 < β < β max , small perturbations leading to P in < P max can induce periodic oscillations. Here, the power P in (β;V) of the input beam (25) is related to the power P of the unperturbed beam (i.e., the solution where |V| = 0 and thus |θ | = 0) through
Since P in is always less than P, we expect to find periodic oscillations for small values of θ.
The effect of arbitrarily large perturbations cannot be quantified using the analytical technique of Ref. 14, and one must resort to fully-nonlinear (computational) methods. We present specific beam reshaping results from simulations with σ = 2.5, which requires 0 < β < β max 1.32. These results illustrate well the qualitative behaviour of perturbed beams for different values of σ in the range 2 < σ < 4.
Small perturbations, where P in is slightly less than P, tend to induce long-term periodic oscillations in the beam parameters [see Fig. 6(a) ], in agreement with Ref. 14. Larger perturbations, where P in is strongly reduced by increasing θ, can lead to instability: the beam undergoes diffractive spreading, tending asymptotically toward a flat state characterized by zero amplitude and infinite width. Simulations have revealed that the solitons are most robust when β is sufficiently less than β max , and that the required perturbation magnitude for diffractive instability is lowered as β → β max . This effect is shown in Fig. 6 -as the size of the perturbation increases, the instability appears sooner in part (b), where the value of β = 1.0 is closer to β max than the value β = 0.4 in part (a).
σ ≥ 4 instability
The VK criterion predicts that paraxial solutions are unstable for σ ≥ 4. Previously, 14 this instability was reported as beams suffering catastrophic self-focusing (a "blow-up" phenomenon) in finite ζ, in which the beam width collapses toward zero size and the peak amplitude increases rapidly. 19 This type of singular behaviour is usually interpreted as an artefact of the SVEA. 41, 42 Here, we explore the nature of this instability and uncover that the exact solution can play a key role as a boundary between qualitatively distinct beam instabilities.
We consider launching perturbed on-axis beams of the form
The ratio of the energy-flows of initial condition (27) and exact soliton (9) the classic split-step method 25, 43 (to integrate the corresponding paraxial equation 13 ) and the Helmholtz difference-differential algorithm. 40 Both contexts lead to the same qualitative phenomena. For a < 1, the beam undergoes diffractive spreading, while for a > 1 selffocusing gives rise to beam narrowing. Exact solution (9) with σ ≥ 4 may be interpreted as an unstable manifold between localized nonlinear-wave states that undergo either narrowing or diffractive spreading (depending on whether the input power is less or greater than that of the exact solution). Figure 7 also illustrates that a tiny amount of numerical noise is sufficient for an otherwise exact solution to eventually lose stability. The Helmholtz and paraxial solutions exhibit the same type of initial qualitative behaviour for any given a, while good quantitative agreement between these solutions is found over longer simulation lengths when a < 1.
Conclusion
We have derived two novel families of exact analytical solitons of a Helmholtz equation whose nonlinearity is of the purely focusing generalized cubic-quintic type. The spatial symmetry of both forward-and backward-propagating beams has been explored in detail. has been discussed in terms of a simultaneous algebraic multiple limit, and we have also
shown that the backward solutions have no analogue in the corresponding NLS model. 13 We have further shown that by exploiting spatial symmetry, conventional semi-analytical methods may be used in combination with computer simulations to study the stability properties of the new Helmholtz solitons. In general, they can be robust against perturbations to their shape, in the sense that they can be classified as limit-cycle attractors. An analysis of solutions in unstable regimes has also been carried out. Exact solution (9) with σ ≥ 4
provides a boundary between sub-critical and super-critical beams that suffer diffractive collapse and narrowing due to self-focusing, respectively. In sub-critical regimes (a < 1),
Helmholtz and paraxial solutions behave almost identically; in the super-critical regime (a > 1), both solutions undergo narrowing. These effects are of interest in the context of universal amplitude equations involving Helmholtz-type generalizations of the linear wave operator.
However, higher-order nonparaxial effects would need to be incorporated to investigate the consequences of narrowing due to self-focusing of optical beams.
The results presented in this paper, along with those of Refs. 23 and 24, provide a fairly comprehensive overview of how Helmholtz solitons behave in materials with a dual powerlaw refractive index. Between the three papers, we have analysed a wide range of (bright) hyperbolic and (bright and dark) algebraic solitons, as well as boundary solitons and periodic waves. This range of new solutions spans three parameter combinations for the nonlinear coefficients n σ and n 2σ in model (1). The remaining choice, where n 2σ < 0 and n 2σ < 0, is of the purely defocusing type and hence cannot be expected to support bright-type solutions (nor do we expect to find dark-type solutions for arbitrary σ).
Our analyses are of fundamental physical importance, opening up the possibility of modelling beam multiplexing 9 and interface [10] [11] [12] applications in a much wider range of optical media. Advances in materials fabrication methods and refractive-index patterning techniques mean that in the foreseeable future, waveguide architectures with application-specific (n σ , n 2σ ), as well as tailored values of σ, may well be within reach. Helmholtz soliton theory is also of intrinsic mathematical appeal; for instance, it maps out the structure and properties of exact soliton solutions to generic nonintegrable elliptic equations. This paper concludes our interest in the dual power-law problem (at least so far as deriving nonlinear basis functions goes), and we close by reiterating that the Helmholtz modelling approach could play a key role in the design of future nonlinear-photonic devices that involve arbitrary-angle effects. 
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